FLAMMABLE LIQUID STORE
CAPACITY 850 LITRES

A new DISPOSAFIT needle bin developed at St. Heliers Correctional Centre is set to tackle a serious urban health problem. The bins, produced to exact Health Department standards, are urgently needed to cope with the threat of contaminated needles in parks, hospitals and suburban streets. The bin's lockable container is made from steel and is designed to be opened only by an approved contractor. A powder coated and baked painted finish will protect the exterior for years.

A FLAMMABLE LIQUID CUPBOARD has been built for the Container Engineering Company at Silverwater Correctional Centre. Container Engineering's Robert McCarthy praised the cupboard as setting a new industry standard for the safe storage of dangerous liquids. Silverwater's Operations Manager Neil Parker attributed the project's success to the skill and enthusiasm of both inmates and overseers, and to strong encouragement from Governor Barry Hely. The cupboards come in four sizes and can be adapted for internal or external use.

$50 PRIZE
A visit to an Agricor plant sale by Kenthurst woman, Patricia Barry took a pleasant turn when Mrs Barry won $50 worth of plants from the nursery at Long Bay. Mrs Barry plans to use the windfall in developing her property.
CUSTOMER SERVICE

As part of CSI's commitment to service, we encourage all of our customers to let us know how we're doing so we can continually assess and improve our service. Drop us a line, send a fax or simply call if you have any suggestions or comments regarding quality, delivery or service. Kerrin-Gai Hofstrand from our customer liaison department is always ready to assist on (02) 644-4966 or fax (02) 644-4772.

REGIONAL NEWS

Northern Region

CSI products were on display at the recent Glen Innes and Cessnock agricultural shows. Northern Region Business Manager Rob Steer reported considerable public interest. Rob indicated that a number of orders were taken during both shows. The CSI promotional caravan was at the Cessnock show and attracted favourable comment from the general public.

Central Region

Inmates from the Comets business unit at Silverwater Correctional Centre recently completed refurbishing the central regional offices at Blacktown. Many different work skills were required and on the job training was provided by Supervisor Instructors Stephen Gabb and Gordon Fleming.

Eastern Region

Work is well underway, at the Special Purpose Centre at Long Bay on the manufacture of 500 flags, flag poles and flagpole frogs for the RSL. These will be used in the Anzac Day march. Receipt of this major order is recognition of CSI's credibility as a reliable and high quality supplier.

POLICE ORDER CORFURN RANGE

The Police Department have ordered a new range of Corfurn office furnishings designed specifically for their needs. The desks, tables and associated units were recently exhibited and praised for the quality of their work and finish.